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I. Progress
   • Project is on target to meet May 13 as a date to have a full draft circulated for Working Group review, and submission on June 7.
   • Established a timeline for working group activities; contributed to discussion of definition and assumptions; began interviewing stakeholders (state library agencies with state-level digital depositories); completed and submitted Outline.

II. Problems
   • Emergence of another variant is a risk.
   • Timeframe for completion of the report is ambitious for the amount of work that needs to be accomplished.
   • Uncertain what response to outreach will be.

III. Plans
   • Develop structure for 4-6 page report. Contribute questions to larger survey effort, connect with stakeholders, summarize stakeholder feedback. Draft report.
   • Developing report structure might be a time to collaborate with others to see how they are approaching in order to assure alignment.